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LAB-IV 
                                                                                                          

 
Objective: - The objectives of this lab is to perform: -  

• Equivalence Checking 
• Model Checking 

o Semi-formal verification  
o Full formal verification  

Experiment I: -  
Equivalence Checking (EC): - is the process of verifying the whether the two circuits specify 
the same behavior.  In this experiment, we will perform basic logical equivalence checking 
using Cadence Conformal. We compare the two circuit descriptions: univ_bin_counter from 
lab1 (RTL design) and corresponding netlist (genus synthesized netlist). To perform this 
experiment, we need the following in the working directory: - RTL design (univ_bin_counter 
from lab1), netlist (from lab1 directory) and standard cell library: saed90nm.v 
 

• Open the terminal and source the cshrc for cadence and enter lab3 directory and make 
sure that above mentioned files are available. Launch the tool using command. 
Command: - lec 
 

 
 

• Run the following below commands in LEC command line: -  
 
SETUP> read library -Both -Replace  -sensitive    - Verilog saed90nm.v -
nooptimize    
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SETUP> read design counter.v -Verilog -Golden   -se nsitive  -
continuousassignment Bidirectional   -nokeep_unreac h   -nosupply  
 

 
 
SETUP> read design design_netlist.v -Verilog -Revis ed   -sensitive -
continuousassignment Bidirectional   -nokeep_unreac h   -nosupply  
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SETUP> set system mode lec 
 

 
 
LEC> add compared points –all. 
 

 
 
 
LEC> compare 
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The compare results are shown above.  The RTL design and gate level netlist for the given 
counter design successfully pass the test of equivalence checking. In the gate level netlist, 
comment the any line randomly and repeat the equivalent checking process and comparison 
result must show non-equivalent points.   
Equivalence checking is reasonably a complex process. The example taken in this experiment 
is simple counter. For complicated designs like processor and communication protocols, 
equivalence checking is not simple.  
Equivalence checking can be performed between: - 

• RTL design and synthesized netlist. 
• RTL design and Scan inserted netlist 
• Synthesized netlist and scan inserted netlist 
• RTL design and post layout netlist 
• Synthesized netlist and scan inserted netlist 
• Synthesized netlist and post layout netlist. 

Successful equivalence checking will increase the confidence in the design and different 
transformations design undergo till tape out in the design flow.  
 
Experiment II (Semi formal Verification): - Semi formal verification combines the ease of 
simulation with completeness of formal techniques. In semi-formal verification, formal 
properties are applied on the simulation snapshots either in the run time or on the stored 
waveforms generated from the simulation.  
In this experiment, we perform semi-formal verification on round robin arbiter. The round 
robin scheme is a time slicing technique which fixes a certain amount of time for each 
process. The arbiter design consists of four request inputs and four grant outputs. The 
specifications of the arbiter are described in the following waveforms.  
The properties to check the functionality of the arbiter is developed in System Verilog. 
Another language which supports formal verification is PSL.  
 
 

 
Arbiter waveform-1 
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Arbiter Block Diagram 
 

 

Arbiter waveform-2 

 

Arbiter waveform-3 

 

Arbiter waveform-4 
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Arbiter waveform-5 

In the lab4 directory, change the directory to semi_formal. The folder comprises of arbiter.sv 
(design) and testbench for the design (arbiter1_tb.v). Simulate the design using Cadence 
NcSim /Synopsys VCS (using lab1 commands) and view the waveforms and check the basic 
functionality. 
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Arbiter Verilog Description (arbiter.sv): -  

//------------------------------------------------- --- 
// A four level, round-robin arbiter. This was 
// orginally coded by WD Peterson in VHDL. 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
`timescale 1ns/1ns 
module arbiter ( 
  clk,     
  rst,     
  req3,    
  req2,    
  req1,    
  req0,    
  gnt3,    
  gnt2,    
  gnt1,    
  gnt0    
); 
// --------------Port Declaration------------------ -----  
input           clk;     
input           rst;     
input           req3;    
input           req2;    
input           req1;    
input           req0;    
output          gnt3;    
output          gnt2;    
output          gnt1;    
output          gnt0;    
 
//--------------Internal Registers----------------- ----- 
wire    [1:0]   gnt       ;    
wire            comreq    ;  
wire            beg       ; 
wire   [1:0]    lgnt      ; 
wire            lcomreq   ; 
reg             lgnt0     ; 
reg             lgnt1     ; 
reg             lgnt2     ; 
reg             lgnt3     ; 
reg             lasmask   ; 
reg             lmask0    ; 
reg             lmask1    ; 
reg             ledge     ; 
 
time current_time; 
 
//--------------Code Starts Here------------------- ----  
always @ (posedge clk) 
if (rst) begin 
  lgnt0 <= 0; 
  lgnt1 <= 0; 
  lgnt2 <= 0; 
  lgnt3 <= 0; 
end else begin                                      
  lgnt0 <=(~lcomreq & ~lmask1 & ~lmask0 & ~req3 & ~ req2 & ~req1 & req0) 
        | (~lcomreq & ~lmask1 &  lmask0 & ~req3 & ~ req2 &  req0) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 & ~lmask0 & ~req3 &  req0) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 &  lmask0 & req0  ) 
        | ( lcomreq & lgnt0 ); 
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  lgnt1 <=(~lcomreq & ~lmask1 & ~lmask0 &  req1) 
        | (~lcomreq & ~lmask1 &  lmask0 & ~req3 & ~ req2 &  req1 & ~req0) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 & ~lmask0 & ~req3 &  req1 & ~req0) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 &  lmask0 &  req1 & ~ req0) 
        | ( lcomreq &  lgnt1); 
  lgnt2 <=(~lcomreq & ~lmask1 & ~lmask0 &  req2  & ~req1) 
        | (~lcomreq & ~lmask1 &  lmask0 &  req2) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 & ~lmask0 & ~req3 &  req2  & ~req1 & ~req0) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 &  lmask0 &  req2 & ~ req1 & ~req0) 
        | ( lcomreq &  lgnt2); 
  lgnt3 <=(~lcomreq & ~lmask1 & ~lmask0 & req3  & ~ req2 & ~req1) 
        | (~lcomreq & ~lmask1 &  lmask0 & req3  & ~ req2) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 & ~lmask0 & req3) 
        | (~lcomreq &  lmask1 &  lmask0 & req3  & ~ req2 & ~req1 & ~req0) 
        | ( lcomreq & lgnt3); 
end  
 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
// lasmask state machine. 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
assign beg = (req3 | req2 | req1 | req0) & ~lcomreq ; 
always @ (posedge clk) 
begin                                      
  lasmask <= (beg & ~ledge & ~lasmask); 
  ledge   <= (beg & ~ledge &  lasmask)  
          |  (beg &  ledge & ~lasmask); 
end  
 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
// comreq logic. 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
assign lcomreq = ( req3 & lgnt3 ) 
                | ( req2 & lgnt2 ) 
                | ( req1 & lgnt1 ) 
                | ( req0 & lgnt0 ); 
 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
// Encoder logic. 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
assign  lgnt =  {(lgnt3 | lgnt2),(lgnt3 | lgnt1)}; 
 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
// lmask register. 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
always @ (posedge clk ) 
if( rst ) begin 
  lmask1 <= 0; 
  lmask0 <= 0; 
end else if(lasmask) begin 
  lmask1 <= lgnt[1]; 
  lmask0 <= lgnt[0]; 
end else begin 
  lmask1 <= lmask1; 
  lmask0 <= lmask0; 
end  
 
assign comreq = lcomreq; 
assign gnt    = lgnt; 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
// Drive the outputs 
//------------------------------------------------- --- 
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assign gnt3   = lgnt3; 
assign gnt2   = lgnt2; 
assign gnt1   = lgnt1; 
assign gnt0   = lgnt0; 
 
endmodule 

 

Testbench for Arbiter: 

`timescale 1ns/1ns 
 
module top (); 
 
reg             clk;     
reg             rst;     
reg             req3;    
reg             req2;    
reg             req1;    
reg             req0;    
wire            gnt3;    
wire            gnt2;    
wire            gnt1;    
wire            gnt0;   
 
// Clock generator 
always #1 clk = ~clk; 
 
initial begin 
$dumpfile ("arbiter1.vcd"); 
  $dumpvars();   
   
clk = 0; 
  rst = 1; 
  req0 = 0; 
  req1 = 0; 
  req2 = 0; 
  req3 = 0; 
  #10 rst = 0; 
 
  #12 req0 <= 0;req1 = 0;req2 = 0;req3 = 0; 
  #12 req0 <= 0;req1 = 0;req2 = 0;req3 = 1; 
  #12 req0 <= 0;req1 = 0;req2 = 1;req3 = 0; 
  #12 req0 <= 0;req1 = 1;req2 = 0;req3 = 0; 
  #12 req0 <= 1;req1 = 0;req2 = 0;req3 = 0; 
  #12 req0 <= 0;req1 = 1;req2 = 1;req3 = 0; 
  #12 req0 <= 1;req1 = 1;req2 = 1;req3 = 0; 
  #12 req0 <= 0;req1 = 0;req2 = 0;req3 = 1; 
  #12 req0 <= 1;req1 = 0;req2 = 1;req3 = 0; 
 
   
  #50 $finish; 
end  
 
// Connect the DUT 
arbiter U ( 
 clk,     
 rst,     
 req3,    
 req2,    
 req1,    
 req0,    
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 gnt3,    
 gnt2,    
 gnt1,    
 gnt0    
); 
 
endmodule 
 

Assertion Check-1: -  
• Add the following code in the arbiter.v file above the line ------- Code starts here------

----- and below definitions of internal registers. 
• This assertion is self-explanatory.  Fall of req1 should lead to rise in gnt1 after at least 

one clock cycle.  
 
//=================================================  
// Property Specification Layer 
//=================================================  
property first_match_prop; 
  @ (posedge clk)  
    $fell(req1) |=>  
      first_match(!req1 ##1 gnt1); 
endproperty 
        
//=================================================  
// Assertion Directive Layer 
//=================================================  
 
first_match_assert: assert property (first_match_pr op); 
//=================================================  
 

• Run the simulation in both Cadence NcSim and Synopsys VCS.  
Cadence NcSim: - 
 

 
Run the simulation multiple times, until $finish. In cadence NcSim, simulation will stop at a 
point of failure of assertion. So we have to run the simulation multiple times till $ finish.  
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• Run the simulation using Synopsys VCS as shown below. There is no need to run the 
simulation multiple times with VCS, it completes the simulation. Open the waveform 
window using : - ./simv –gui. 

• Observe that, assertion fails at cycle number 71 and 107 in simulations.  
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Assertion Check -2: - System Verilog assertions can be classified as: - 
Immediate assertions: - is a test case of an expression which is performed when the statement 
is executed in the procedural code. If expression evaluates to zero, then it is said to be fail, 
else it is interpreted as true. 
Concurrent assertions: - describe the behavior of the design that spans over time. This type of 
assertion is evaluated at the occurrence of clock tick. Keyword “property” differentiates a 
concurrent assertion from an immediate assertion.  
 
In this assertion check, we verify immediate assertion on arbiter design. The immediate 
assertion is as follows: - 
 
always @(posedge clk) 
begin 
if (!rst) 
  begin 
  check: assert (~(gnt0 && gnt1 && gnt2 && gnt3)) 
  begin 
  current_time = $time; 
  $display ("Working as expected"); 
end 
else 
  begin 
  current_time = $time; 
 $error("assertion failed at time %0t", current_tim e); 
end 
end 
end 
 

Add the immediate assertion for arbiter mentioned above in the design at the end of the code 
before endmodule and execute in both VCS and NcSim. The waveforms are shown below: - 
NcSim: - (assertion never fails) 

 
VCS: - (assertion never fails)  
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Assertion Check -3: - A concurrent assertion to check different properties of arbiter is added 
into design. The properties are shown below: - 
 
sequence req_gnt_1clock_seq; 
  req1 ##1 gnt1; 
endsequence 
 
sequence req_gnt_3to5clock_seq; 
  req0 ##[3:$] gnt0; 
endsequence 
 
sequence req_gnt_0clock_seq; 
  req2 ##1 gnt2; 
endsequence 
 
 
property req_gnt_1clock_prop; 
  @ (posedge clk) 
  disable iff (rst) 
     req1 |-> req_gnt_1clock_seq; 
endproperty 
 
property req_gnt_3to5clock_prop; 
  @ (posedge clk) 
  disable iff (rst) 
     req0 |-> req_gnt_3to5clock_seq; 
endproperty 
 
property req_gnt_0clock_prop; 
  @ (posedge clk) 
  disable iff (rst) 
     req2 |-> req_gnt_0clock_seq; 
endproperty 
 
 
req_gnt_1clock_assert    : assert property (req_gnt _1clock_prop); 
req_gnt_3to5clock_assert : assert property (req_gnt _3to5clock_prop); 
req_gnt_0clock_assert    : assert property (req_gnt _0clock_prop); 

 
Cadence NcSim Simulation: - 
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Synopsys VCS simulation: - 

 
 
Assertion Check -4: - Add the following assertion into design and verify the property. The 
simulation snapshots are shown below: - 
 
//-------------------------------------------------  
// Property Specification Layer 
//-------------------------------------------------  
property req_gnt_1clock_prop; 
  @ (posedge clk)  
      ($rose(req1) && $past(!req1,1)) |=>  
         ($rose(gnt1) && $past(!gnt1,1)); 
endproperty 
//-------------------------------------------------  
// Assertion Directive Layer 
//-------------------------------------------------  
system_assert : assert property (req_gnt_1clock_pro p); 
 

Cadence NcSim: - 

 
Synopsys VCS: - 
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Full Formal Verification:  Formal verification or analysis is a process which uses 
sophisticated algorithms to prove or disprove the behavior of design. The functionality of the 
design is not expressed through a conventional testbench, but rather in the form of assertion 
or group of assertions. The full formal verification analyses the legal input sequences 
concurrently and automatically. Properties are formalized statements which describe the 
behavior of signals over time. The properties are expressed through property specification 
languages like PSL, system Verilog etc.  
 
In this experiment, we perform the full formal verification on arbiter design, which we have 
used in semi-formal verification.  
 
Property Verification-1: - In the lab4 working directory, change the directory to full-formal 
folder.  In this experiment, we check the assertion check 3 (used in semi-formal verification) 
in full formal verification. Run the full formal verification for the arbiter design using 
Cadence IFV (Incisive Formal Verifier) as shown below: - 
Command : - ifv <designfile with assertions.v> +gui 
 

 
 
The process of formal verification in IFV is as follows: - 

• Write the assertions in the design file (arbiter.v) in system Verilog 
• Open the IFV using above command with design file. 
• Initialize the design and apply constraints 
• Prove the assertions. 

Developing assertions, initializing the design and designing correct constraints are very 
important to leverage the power and usefulness of full formal verification tools.  After 
invoking the tool with arbiter.v (with assertions) we have to initialize the design. Design can 
be initialized in two ways: - manually using commands and setting the signals and through 
loading the VCD (value change dump) file.  
Now we will initialize the design manually as below: - 
 
FormalVerifier> reset 
FormalVerifier> clock -add clk -initial 0 
FormalVerifier> force rst 0 
FormalVerifier> run 4 
FormalVerifier> force req0 0 
FormalVerifier> force req1 1 
FormalVerifier> force req2 1 
FormalVerifier> force req3 0 
FormalVerifier> run 4 
FormalVerifier> init -load -current 
FormalVerifier> init -show 
FormalVerifier> prove 
 The snapshot of the above initialization is shown below: - 
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The snapshot of the Cadence IFV is shown below: - 
 

 
 
For all the three assertions, trigger is pass and assertion failed.  Debug the failure as shown 
below: - 
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This will open the waveform window, which shows the scenario on which conditions it will 
fail. Carefully, we have to analyse the signals and we have to find out the logical reasons for 
failure of assertion. Debug all three assertions in the given example.  
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The second way to load the initialization is using VCD files. The VCD can be generated in 
both cadence NcSim and Synopsys VCS. After simulating the design using ncverilog 
command in Cadence, waveform will open in Simvision. In simvision, export the simulation 
snapshot as a VCD file as shown below: - 

 
 
In the export variables window, select “All recorded variables” and select the VCD (Value 
Change Format). Change the output file name to : arbiter.vcd and click ok. The VCD file will 
be saved in the directory.  
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Open the IFV again and load the initialization using VCD file as shown below: - 
Command to load VCD file: - init –load –vcd <design_file.v with assertions> -root 
<testbench_module _name>.<dut_instance> -time 1 (number of clock cycles). 
For a given example: - init –load –vcd arbiter1.vcd –root top.U –time 10 
The next procedures are similar to above explanation.  
 

 
 

 
Property Verification 2: - The immediate assertion used in semi-formal verification of arbiter 
is re-written as concurrent assertion as shown below: - 
 
check: assert property  (@ (posedge clk) (~(gnt0 && gnt1 && gnt2 && gnt3))); 
 
Open the IFV with the design file as shown below: -  
(Design file with assertions: arbiter_imm_concur_asse1.sv) 
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Initialize the design with VCD file as described above and prove the property. The property 
will pass the test as shown below: - 
 

 
 

Right click on the pass tab and click on show example, to see the waveform: - 
 

 
 

 
 
Summary: - In this experiment, we are introduced to three different formal verification 
methods: - equivalence checking, semi-formal verification and full formal verification.  
 
References: - 
1. www.asicworld.com 
2. Cadence IFV user guide 
3. Synopsys VCS user guide 
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